
A. Introduction: Restrictions on international travel because of the Covid-19 pandemic strongly affected our ability to run our undergraduate “Field Class for Planetary Sciences” 
course to Lanzarote. Thus, the field class became a “virtual rover mission”, run remotely using a series of online sessions in real time over a week in January 2021. 
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B. Pre-mission work: Geological units identified on the “planet” by 
student participants prior to the “mission”: volcanic cones, young 
basaltic lavas, old eroded gullied mountains, a 500 m high ”pali” cliff 
in the NW, a flat region in SW, young sandy deposits, hydrovolcanic 
craters and inliers/kipuka. Figure 1 shows an initial geological map of 
the island submitted by one of the students.
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Figure 1. An initial geological map of the island of Lanzarote, produced 
by one of the participating students (CLB) using a variety of satellite 
images, submitted as part of the assessment for the field course. Figure 3. Example of the geological history of the island of 

Lanzarote by another participating student (JCT), deduced 
from information obtained on the virtual rover mission, 
submitted as part of the assessment for the field course. 

The units discussed here use a different numbering system 
from those identified in Figure 1.

C. During the mission: Students met in a chat room each day to discuss and decide where to send the rover. 
Information about each locality was obtained from Google Street View (Figure 2) which provided excellent 360°

views of the surface. This was supplemented by field photographs taken by previous students and a virtual hand-
lens for close-up images of rocks. Students visited more localities than they could have done while visiting the 
island in person, and also learned collaborative and scientific leadership skills by being “Chief Scientist” for a day.

Figure 2. An area of Lanzarote covered 
by “Street View” (blue lines) with 360°
panoramic images (blue spots)

D. After the mission ended:  Students were tasked with 
producing individual reports about the geological history 
of the island, based on what they had learned during the 
mission. An example of the geological history established 
by one of the participating students is shown in Figure 3. 

E. Did the “virtual rover mission” 
achieve the same objectives as the 
field class? The marks achieved by 
the participating students did not 
differ significantly from those of 
students who had visited the island 
in person in previous years. The 
class was much cheaper to run and 
allowed students with disabilities 
to attend. We may run it again!  


